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Carbon films with an sp2 network structure
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Laser-arc evaporation of a graphite target has been used to deposit carbon films that exhibit high hardness
~45 GPa! and elastic recovery~85%!. High-resolution electron microscopy~HREM! and electron energy loss
spectroscopy~EELS! were subsequently used to study the microstructure and bonding of the resultant layers.
The structure of the films from HREM is seen to consist of a dense array of parallel curved graphene sheet
segments packed in various orientations. EELS reveals that the films are comprised of mainlysp2-bonded
carbon. The results suggest that a form of carbon thin film with fullerenelike structure can be realized. In order
to explain how a predominantlysp2-bonded material can exhibit such a high hardness, a simple model is
proposed to correlate the excellent mechanical properties with the observed structure.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The production of hard carbon based materials using
thodic arc1 and laser ablation2 techniques has been reporte
previously. High-film hardness has been attributed to
presence of a high percentage ofsp3 ~diamondlike! bonds,
whereas a high concentration ofsp2 ~graphitic! bonds is re-
garded as leading to the formation of soft films. Howev
the discovery of the C60 fullerene molecule3,4 and carbon
nanotubes5 which aresp2 bonded, opens up the possibility o
obtaining three-dimensional~3D! structures, which exploit
the extremely strong6 in-planar bonds of graphite~stronger
than diamond! in a new class of hard thin-film materials. Th
reports of the formation of hardsp2-bonded materials by
anisotropically pressing C60 ~Refs. 7 and 8! and by embed-
ding distorted fullerenelike nanoparticles in an amorpho
carbon matrix9 were early indications that such a carbon m
terial could be synthesized. However, the structure of s
high fractionsp2-bonded materials with superior mechanic
properties is not known in detail. In this paper, we repor
microstructure of hard and elastic carbon films10 prepared via
a laser initiated pulsed cathodic arc method~laser-arc!. Both
high-resolution electron microscopy~HREM! and electron
energy loss spectroscopy~EELS! show evidence for a form
of carbon thin-film material, which consists of sets of curv
PRB 600163-1829/99/60~15!/10903~5!/$15.00
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graphene sheets mixed with amorphous carbon in whichsp2

carbon bonding dominates. HREM and EELS have be
used together in order to get a more complete view of b
structure and bonding in this pure carbon material. Althou
a curved graphene sheet structure has been proposed forx

materials,11,12 it has not previously been shown for a pu
carbon material, to our knowledge.

II. MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

The hard and elastic films were prepared using a car
plasma produced by the laser-arc method without any
ambient.13 Some local gas around the arc spot is, howev
present due to back-filling of the carbon cathode with A
Films deposited by this method on Si substrates typica
have Youngs modulus values ofE5400– 700 GPa as mea
sured using laser induced acoustic waves.14 The value de-
pends on the specific deposition conditions~e.g., substrate
temperature and arc current!. For the sample under invest
gation a Youngs modulus ofE5480 GPa was determined. A
nominal hardness ofH545 GPa and an elastic recovery
85% has been measured from indentation experiments
typical microindentation curve from such a film is shown
Fig. 1. The plastic hardness quoted was calculated on
10 903 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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basis of the well-known Oliver and Pharr method15,16 from
the indentation curves. There is some doubt regarding
absolute accuracy of the hardness obtained by this met
Nevertheless, the hardness is consistent with the rule
thumbH'E/10, which is well proven for amorphous carbo
films. The very distinct characteristic of these films is t
very small overall indentation depth and the very high ela
recovery after being subjected to a maximum load of
magnitude shown in Fig. 1. This is a clear indication of
minimal plastic deformation regime. Most other thin film
~other than diamond! will show strong evidence of plasti
deformation at such load levels.17 On the other hand, a sof
and elastic film, for example rubber, will show a very hig
degree of elastic recovery, but the maximum indentat
depth would be an order of magnitude larger. Therefore,
dentation characteristics such as those measured from F
are a clear signature of thin films with superior mechani
properties.

III. MICROSTRUCTURAL CHARACTERIZATION

HREM studies were carried out using a JEOL 2000E
microscope having a 0.21-nm point to point resolutio
whereas a VG HB601 scanning transmission electron mi
scope with a 1-nm probe diameter was employed to col
the EELS spectra. The HREM and EELS analyses were
formed on samples prepared by cleaving the specimen
pendicular to the interface. No preparation treatments invo
ing ion beams or chemical etching were used. T
significantly reduced the possibility of introducing micr
structural artifacts.

Figures 2~a! and 2~b!, show cross-sectional HREM micro
graphs taken under differing defocus conditions from
same thin area of the specimen. They reveal a structure
is very different from that usually seen in amorphous carb
films. Parallel curved fringes grouped together in sets
mixed forming patterns of swirls and concentric rings,
typically 4-6 nm in outer diameter. Selected area diffract
~SAD! showed two broad diffuse rings at around 0.113 a
0.210 nm, which arise from the amorphous carbon. In ad

FIG. 1. Typical load-displacement curves obtained during
croindentation testing. The elastic recovery is calculated using
formuladmax2dmin/dmax, wheredmax anddmin are the maximum and
minimum displacements during unloading, respectively.
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tion, a much sharper ring was seen centered at 0.363 nm
with an actual spread between 0.358 and 0.368 nm. Th
values were determined using the Si substrate materia
calibration for the SADP. The 0.363 nm spacing is consist
with the calculated spacing between the carbon layers
bucky onion structures.18 The shape of the fringes sugges
that they represent curved graphene sheets similar to t
found in carbon nanotubes and bucky onions.9,10 These im-
ages seem to suggest that a substantial part of the film
made up from fragments of such nanoparticles mixed i
random way forming a co-continuous matrix with the amo
phous carbon component. As the specimen thickness
creases beyond 25 nm, it becomes progressively more d
cult to see the individual graphene sheets and the film ta
on a classic ‘‘amorphous’’ appearance. The characteri
pattern formed by the graphene sheets is seen much m
clearly in Fig. 2~b!, which is taken close to Gaussian focu

-
e

FIG. 2. HREM micrographs: images~a! and ~b! were obtained
from the same region of the film taken near Scherzer defocusD f
'52 nm) and Gaussian focus (D f '0) respectively. Both images
show sets of parallel graphene sheets forming swirls and conce
rings; image~c! the area indicated in image~a! has been image
processed to accentuate the curved fullerene structure.
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PRB 60 10 905CARBON FILMS WITH AN sp2 NETWORK STRUCTURE
as compared to Fig. 2~a! which was taken close to Scherz
defocus. The details of the image contrast in these HR
images are controlled by the contrast transfer function of
microscope. The frequencies of interest are 2.75 nm21,
which corresponds to the graphene plane spacing~0.363 nm!
and the region around 4.76 nm21, which correspond to the
range of atomic spacings about 0.21 nm, which are the p
odicities associated with the diffuse diffraction ring ofte
observed in amorphous carbon (a-C). This latter 0.21 nm
spacing is close to the~100! graphite and$111% diamond
spacings and can be associated with either type of s
range order ina-C. Calculations of the contrast transf
function of our microscope have been performed
Scherzer and Gaussian focus conditions. In both situat
the 0.363 nm~graphene! periodicity is faithfully transferred.
However, in the latter case the frequencies bel
2.75 nm21 are heavily attenuated relative to that f
Scherzer defocus. Consequently, for the image at Gaus
focus, Fig. 2~b!, the graphenelike features are accentuate

It is also possible to accentuate the graphene periodic
in the Scherzer defocus micrograph using image proces
techniques. For example, the fast Fourier transform of
area indicated in Fig. 2~a! has been filtered to remove extr
neous periodicities and subsequently back transformed
produce the clearer image shown in Fig. 2~c!. Once again the
curved graphene plane features become strongly visibl
the expense of the amorphous background.

Electron energy loss spectroscopy was chosen as the
appropriate tool for studying the bonding configuration in t
carbon network. Since this technique has been used ex
sively for carbon films in the past,19 correlations between ou
film and other hard carbon materials reported to date
possible. Figure 3 shows EELS spectra acquired from dif
ent parts of the film. The 1s2s* peak at 292 eV is the
signature ofs bonding while the 1s2p* peak at 285 eV

FIG. 3. EELS spectra obtained from:~a! a pureC60 fullerite
crystal, which is regarded as the best description of a puresp2

material with an averagedp-bond orientation;~b! a highly oriented
graphite sample with the basal planes parallel to the optical axis~c!
our hard and elastic carbon film where the specimen has a thick
of 0.223l; ~d! our hard and elastic carbon film where the specim
thickness is 1.523l. For all EELS spectra the energy resolutio
was 0.3 eV/channel and the convergence and collection angles
21.3 and 3.4 mrad, respectively. The amount of plural scatte
present in the low-energy loss region has been used to calculat
film thickness and is quoted above as a fraction of the inela
mean-free pathl.
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indicatesp bonding in our material. The ratio of the integra
under the two peaks is frequently used to estimate
amount ofp bonding present.19 Effects due to background
plural scattering and zero loss energy width have been
convoluted from all these spectra. The result of these effe
needs to be carefully considered to obtain an accurate m
sure of the 1s2p* energy loss. We used a C60 fullerite
crystal as the calibration material since it has a known
ratio of p to s bonds and is free from the orientational e
fects, which can arise in graphite.20 Equating the heights o
the 1s2s* peaks for all spectra, we can gain qualitati
information about the fraction ofp bonding in our material
by directly comparing the intensity of the 1s2p* peaks.

Spectrum 3~a! shows the CK edge of a pure C60 fullerite
crystal, which is taken as the representation of a purelysp2

material with randomized bond orientation. Spectrum 3~b!
shows the CK edge from a highly oriented graphite samp
with the basal planes parallel to the incident beam direct
~i.e., thep orbitals are perpendicular to the optical axis!. This
spectrum is used as a reference for the maximum orie
tional enhancement of the 1s2p* peak that could occur for
the convergence and collection angles employed in
study.20 Comparing spectra 3~a! and 3~b! we see that al-
though both materials studied consist ofsp2-bonded carbon,
the orientation of the basal planes in the latter case stron
enhances the 1s2p* peak. Spectrum 3~c! shows the CK
edge obtained from a thin specimen area of our hard
elastic carbon film. Notably, the intensity of the 1s2p*
peak lies in between the intensities of the reference mater
revealing the presence of at least some orientational effe
The structure of our films shown in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b! sug-
gests that the 1-nm EELS probe is, over the range of a
curved graphene sheets, most likely aligned parallel to
optical axis. This gives rise to orientational effects similar
those seen in spectrum 3~b!. However, our material is
slightly different from the graphite sample described abo
because within the cone defined by the convergent elec
probe there are alsop bonds with various orientations due t
the sheet curvature and the presence of residual amorp
carbon. Therefore, the 1s2p* peak is not quite as high a
for the pure graphite sample. Following this line of arg
ment, it would also be expected that as film thickness
creases and more fullerenelike patches overlap, an even
averaging ofp-bond orientation should occur. Indeed, th
intensity of the 1s2p* peak does decrease when we obta
the EELS spectrum from a thicker area of the specimen
shown in Fig. 3~d!. The fact that the 1s2p* peak intensity
actually decreases to a level slightly below that for the C60
fullerite is attributed to the presence of amorphous carb
with some residualsp3 bonding, the relative influence o
which increases in thick areas.

IV. DISCUSSION

Since our material consists mainly ofsp2-bonded carbon,
the challenge is to relate the excellent mechanical prope
with the observed film microstructure. A ‘‘squeezed chick
wire’’ model is proposed to describe the observed network
graphene sheets shown in Fig. 2. If pieces of flat chick
wire are squeezed together so that they deform, they
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become linked because single wires coming off their ed
are entangled with the rest of the material. As a result i
very difficult to separate them afterwards and a robust but
flexible structure can be formed. In analogy to pieces
chicken wire, a substantial fraction of our material consi
of curved graphene sheets. These fullerenelike regions
brought into close proximity during deposition, as is evide
from the high density with which they appear in HRE
images. At their edges there are unsatisfied bonds thro
which they may bond either to the amorphous material o
other sheets. There have also been previous studies
models21,22 which have proposed that crosslinking of gr
phitic sp2 plane regions with occasionalsp3 ‘‘defects’’ can
explain the optical and electronic properties ofa-C films.
Here, we have experimentally realized a hard graphitic m
terial. However, our structure is distinct from the previo
models in that it is pentagonal and heptagonal defects in
graphitic plane which give rise to curvature, and henc
pseudo-3D graphitic structure by interlinking of these curv
segments. This is close to the structure envisaged
Townsendet al.23 who on the basis of atomic modeling, su
gested that interlinking in purelysp2-bonded structure can
take place through randomly oriented pentagonal, hexag
and heptagonal rings. Additionally, the carbon material
ported here has a more periodic structure than in a pu
amorphous material, and the curved graphene lay
~fullerenelike structure! which lead to the interlinking are
clearly seen in the HREM images of Fig. 2. Our materia
best described as a nanostructured carbon with a fuller
like structure.

Unlike graphite that has strong in-plane covale
sp2-bonds and weak interplanar Van-der Waals bonds,
structure in our hard and elastic films creates a thr
dimensional sp2-bonded carbon network. In a previou
study9 of hard and elastic carbon films resulting from fra
mentation of carbon nanoparticles, the current authors
ferred thatsp3 diamondlike bonding was dominant in re
gions where nanoparticle fragments interlinked. T
deduction was based on the observation of a reduceds
2p* peak intensity in the EELSK-edge spectrum obtaine
from an interlinked region, compared to that from adjac
single nanoparticle regions. In light of the more detail
EELS study carried out here, and taking into considerat
the orientational effects on the relative magnitude of thes
2p* peak, those earlier results may also be interpreted
cording to the ‘‘squeezed chicken wire’’ model. In the earl
case, the orientational effects present in individual nanop
v.
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ticle fragments may have become randomized when t
were ‘‘squeezed’’ together in the interlinking region.

The hardness of our films~45 GPa! is an order of magni-
tude higher than that for graphitelike films~'5 GPa!. In a
very simplified model, our material may be considered a
strongly connected arrangement of nanometer stacks
graphene lamellae with different orientations. Depending
their orientation, the elastic modulus of a single stack
given by the modulus in directionC1151060 GPa and in the
c direction,C33536.5 GPa, respectively.24 Considering that
these differently orientated stacks usually represent part
the same~often closed! shell package the effective modulu
may be approximated by their parallel arrangement, i.e.
the arithmetic average. For an isotropic film structure t
givesEeff'(2C111C33)/3'720 GPa, whereas for a texture
structureEeff'(C111C33)/2'550 GPa may be expected.
the additional reduction by the surrounding amorphous m
trix is taken into account the latter value is consistent w
the experimental valueE5480 GPa. Hence, this crude es
mation shows that very high stiffness may be realized
suitably arranged graphene sheets and it supports the im
sion of a certain degree of texturing. Furthermore, when s
of graphene planes are compressed their built-in curva
causes them to recover a shape close to their initial state
deformation. This we propose is the origin of the apparen
high elastic recovery in this material.

A structure that consists of a dense array of curv
graphene sheets, like the one seen in our films, is very c
to the realization of a continuous fullerenelike carbon ma
rial. Curved graphene sheets are well known for turbostr
structures. The decisive difference in this case is the spe
arrangement of the graphene lamellae representing close
highly curved shells with nanometer curvatures. In this w
the relative gliding of the sheets is prevented and extre
elastic recovery is possible by local buckling of the shee
We propose that carbon films which exhibit this type
structure constitute a new class of carbonaceous materia
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